ACUTA announces the release of
ACUTA Regulatory Information Management (ARIM™)
version 3.1
Marlborough, MA – August 24, 2017 - ACUTA announced the release of ACUTA Regulatory Information Management
(ARIM) version 3.1 – a next-generation solution that redefines how Life Science companies manage regulatory
information.
ARIM brings together the data, content, and interactions with agencies needed to deliver a fully informed Regulatory
Information Management (RIM) solution. Designed to work in the cloud or on premise, ARIM provides a centrally
coordinated user experience while ensuring compliance. It supports the processes of Regulatory Affairs and Operations,
regardless of their complexity or geographic location, and offers global access. “The ACUTA team continues to innovate
with a focus on bringing new capabilities and technologies to our customers with the 3.1 release of ARIM. Thanks to the
hard work, new ideas, dedication and determination of our team of professionals, our customers are receiving a more
intuitive and stable Regulatory experience,” said Shy Kumar, ACUTA’s Founder, President and CEO.
Version 3.1 builds on the technology shipped in ARIM 3.0 to deliver a pure browser-based experience, without requiring
platform plug-ins such as Java or Silverlight. The Version 3 platform also includes the Registrations Tracking Module, a
master repository for product and registration data, to plan and track the global marketing status of products; Paper
Publishing; and Side-by-side PDF document viewing. Don Palmer, Director of Product Strategy, had this to say: “With this
release, ARIM reaches a new level - adding more functionality and making the system simpler to implement and use.”
Enhancements in version 3.1 include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The addition of printing and downloading for Read-Only user licenses in the Viewer module
Control of metadata values in 3.2.A sections, based on ICH Q&A on section 3.2.A
Selection of multiple documents in the Publisher module to streamline deletions
An option to set the status of all documents in a submission when publishing
Usability enhancements when creating and editing EU and GCC submissions with multiple member states
Veeva Vault integration including access to documents via folder structure, and assignment of documents using
Binders
Content search has been extended to the Correspondence & Commitment module
The addition of Master Commitments
User customization of the default landing page to select the most frequently-used module

The ARIM Cloud offering is powered by Microsoft Azure and advances the Life Science industry’s urgent drive for an
affordable solution using technology tailored to small and medium size company needs, with increased efficiencies and
cost savings. For more information on ARIM, please visit http://www.acutallc.com/arim
About ACUTA, LLC
ACUTA was founded in 2012 to assist Life Science companies in complying with ever changing regulatory requirements
that guide the product lifecycle through approval and maintenance. ACUTA’s founder Shy Kumar and his team members
are well known in the industry, with over 20 years of experience. They have successfully deployed state-of-the-art
solutions that were well received by industry and users. ACUTA’s vision is to develop innovative solutions to assist Life
Sciences and related companies with their regulatory information management, which ultimately benefit everyone and
specifically the needs of patients around the world. ACUTA is headquartered in Marlborough, MA, USA.

